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Abstract
In this paper, we provide a complete characterization on the robust isolated calmness of
the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) solution mapping for convex constrained optimization problems
regularized by the nuclear norm function. This study is motivated by the recent work in [8], where
the authors show that under the Robinson constraint qualification at a local optimal solution,
the KKT solution mapping for a wide class of conic programming problem is robustly isolated
calm if and only if both the second order sufficient condition (SOSC) and the strict Robinson
constraint qualification (SRCQ) are satisfied. Based on the variational properties of the nuclear
norm function and its conjugate, we establish the equivalence between the primal/dual SOSC
and the dual/primal SRCQ. The derived results lead to several equivalent characterizations of the
robust isolated calmness of the KKT solution mapping and add insights to the existing literature
on the stability of the nuclear norm regularized convex optimization problems.
Keywords. robust isolated calmness, nuclear norm, second order sufficient condition, strict Robinson
constraint qualification
AMS subject classifications: 90C25, 90C31, 65K10
1 Introduction
Let X and Y be two finite dimensional Euclidean spaces. Let G : X Ñ Y be a set-valued mapping.
The graph of G is defined as gphG :“ tpx, yq P X ˆ Y | y P Gpxqu. Consider any px¯, y¯q P gphG.
The mapping G is said to be isolated calm at x¯ for y¯ if there exist a constant κ ą 0 and open
neighborhoods X of x¯ and Y of y¯ such that
Gpxq X Y Ă ty¯u ` κ}x´ x¯}BY, @ x P X , (1)
where BY is the unit ball in Y (cf. e.g., [9, 3.9 (3I)]). The mapping G is said to be robustly isolated
calm at x¯ for y¯ if (1) holds and Gpxq X Y ‰ H for any x P X [8, Definition 2].
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In this paper, we are interested in characterizing the robust isolated calmness of the Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) solution mapping associated with the following nuclear norm regularized convex
optimization problem:
min
X
hpFXq ` xC,Xy ` }X}˚
s.t. AX ´ b P Q, (2)
where the function h : Rd Ñ R is twice continuously differentiable on domh, which is assumed to be
a non-empty open convex set, and is also essentially strictly convex (i.e., h is strictly convex on every
convex subset of dom Bh), F : Rmˆn Ñ Rd and A : Rmˆn Ñ Re are linear operators, C P Rmˆn
and b P Re are given data, Q Ď Re is a nonempty convex polyhedral cone, } ¨ }˚ denotes the nuclear
norm function in Rmˆn, i.e., the sum of all the singular values of a given matrix, and m,n, d, e are
non-negative integers. The nuclear norm regularizer has been extensively used in diverse disciplines
due to its ability in promoting a low rank solution. See the references [18, 19, 2, 3, 13, 16] for a
sample of applications.
The concept of the isolated calmness is of fundamental importance in variational analysis. The
monograph [9] by Dontchev and Rockafellar contains a comprehensive study on this subject. In the
optimization field, the isolated calmness of the KKT solution mapping, besides its own interest in
sensitivity analysis and perturbation theory, can be employed to investigate the convergence rates
of primal dual type methods, including the proximal augmented Lagrangian method [15] and the
alternating direction method of multipliers [10].
Obviously problem (2) can be equivalently formulated as the following conic programming prob-
lem
min
X,t
hpFXq ` xC,Xy ` t
s.t. AX ´ b P Q, pX, tq P epi } ¨ }˚,
(3)
where epi } ¨ }˚ denotes the epigraph of the function } ¨ }˚. Since epi } ¨ }˚ is not a polyhedral set,
the sensitivity results in the conventional nonlinear programming are not applicable for problem (3).
Recently, some progress has been achieved in characterizing the isolated calmness of KKT solution
mappings for problems involving non-polyhedral functions. For example, Zhang and Zhang [21] show
that for the nonlinear semidefinite programming, the second order sufficient condition (SOSC) and
the strict Robinson constraint qualification (SRCQ) at a local optimal solution together are sufficient
for the KKT solution mapping to be isolated calm. Adding to this result, Han, Sun and Zhang [10]
show that the SRCQ is also necessary to ensure the isolated calmness of the KKT solution mapping
for such problems. In [11], Liu and Pan extend the aforementioned results to problems constrained
by the epigraph of the Ky Fan k-norm function. The most recent work of Ding, Sun and Zhang [8]
indicates that under the Robinson constraint qualification (RCQ) at a local optimal solution, the
KKT solution mapping for a wide class of conic programming is robustly isolated calm at the origin
for a KKT point if and only if both the SOSC and the SRCQ hold at the reference point.
The results developed in [8] can be directly applied to problem (3). Thus, by examining the
relationships between the SOSCs, the (strict) RCQs as well as the robust isolated calmness of the
solution mappings corresponding to problem (2) and problem (3), we are able to extend the work in
[8] to the nuclear norm regularized convex optimization problem (2). Additionally, due to the special
structure of problem (2) and its dual, we could provide more insightful characterizations about the
isolated calmness of the KKT solution mapping. Note that the Lagrangian dual of problem (2) is
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given by
max
y,w,S
´xb, yy ´ δQ˝pyq ´ h˚pwq
s.t. A˚y ` F˚w ` S ` C “ 0, }S}2 ď 1,
(4)
where A˚ and F˚ are the adjoint of A and F , respectively, h˚p¨q is the conjugate function of h and
} ¨ }2 denotes the spectral norm in Rmˆn, i.e., the largest singular value of a given matrix. We shall
show that for problem (2), its SRCQ is equivalent to the SOSC of problem (4), and conversely, its
SOSC is equivalent to the SRCQ of problem (4). Armed with these results, we are led to a deep
understanding of the robust isolated calmness for the KKT solution mapping for the nuclear norm
regularized convex optimization problems.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. In the next section, we provide
some preliminary results on variational analysis. In Section 3, we demonstrate how to translate the
results of set-constrained problems in [8] into the language of nonsmooth optimization problems.
In particular, this translation provides us a characterization of the robust isolated calmness of the
KKT solution mapping for the nuclear norm regularized convex optimization problems. Section 4
is devoted to the study on the variational properties of the nuclear norm function. The derived
results play an important role in our subsequent analysis. In Section 5, we establish the equivalence
between the SOSC for the primal/dual problem and the SRCQ for the dual/primal problem. This
establishment enables us to describe the robust isolated calmness of the KKT solution mapping for
problem (2) via several equivalent conditions.
The following notation will be used throughout our paper.
• For a given positive integer p, we use Sp to denote the linear space of all pˆ p real symmetric
matrices, Sp` the cone of all p ˆ p positive semidefinite matrices and Sp´ the cone of all p ˆ p
negative semidefinite matrices.
• For a given proper closed convex function θ : X Ñ p´8,`8s, we use dom θ to denote its
effective domain, epi θ to denote its epigraph, θ˚ to denote its conjugate, Bθ to denote its
subdifferential and Proxθ to denote its proximal mapping, all as in standard convex analysis [14].
• Let D Ď Rmˆn be a non-empty closed convex set. We write δDp¨q as the indicator function
over D, i.e., δDpXq “ 0 if X P D, and δDpXq “ 8 if X R D. We write ΠDp¨q as the metric
projection onto D, i.e., ΠDpXq :“ arg minY t}Y ´X} | Y P Du for X P Rmˆn.
• For any z P Rm, we denote Diagpzq as the mˆm diagonal matrix whose i-th diagonal entry is
zi for i “ 1, . . . ,m. Let α Ď t1, ...,mu and β Ď t1, ..., nu be two index sets. For any Z P Rmˆn,
we write Zα as the sub-matrix of Z by removing all the columns of Z not in α, and Zαβ to
be the |α| ˆ |β| sub-matrix of Z obtained by removing all the rows of Z not in α and all the
columns of Z not in β.
• Let On be the set of all n ˆ n orthogonal matrices. For any X P Rmˆn, let σpXq P Rm be
the vector of all singular values of X with the entries σ1pXq ě σ2pXq ě . . . ě σmpXq, and let
Om,npXq be the set of paired orthogonal matrices satisfying the singular value decomposition
of X, i.e.,
Om,npXq “ tpU, V q P Om ˆOn | X “ U rDiagpσpXqq 0sV T u.
3
2 Preliminaries
In this section, we gather some knowledge on variational analysis that will be used in our subsequent
developments. One can refer to the monograph [1] of Bonnans and Shapiro for detailed discussions
on this subject.
A cone Q Ď Y is said to be pointed if y P Q and ´y P Q implies that y “ 0. Let Q Ď Y be a
pointed convex closed cone. The closed convex set K Ď X is said to be C2-cone reducible at x P K to
the cone Q, if there exist an open neighborhood W Ď X of x and a twice continuously differentiable
mapping Ξ :W Ñ Y such that: (i) Ξpxq “ 0 P Y; (ii) the derivative mapping Ξpxq : XÑ Y is onto;
(iii) K XW “ tx P W | Ξpxq P Qu. We say that K is C2-cone reducible if K is C2-cone reducible at
every x P K. A proper closed convex function θ : X Ñ p´8,8s is said to be C2-cone reducible at
x P dom θ if epi θ is C2-cone reducible at px, θpxqq. Moreover, θ is said to be C2-cone reducible if it is
C2-cone reducible at every x P dom θ.
Given a subset K Ď X and x P K, the contingent cone and the inner tangent cone of K at x are
defined as
TKpxq “ lim sup
tÓ0
K ´ x
t
and
T iKpxq “ lim inf
tÓ0
K ´ x
t
,
respectively. If K is convex, K ´ x
t
is a monotone decreasing function of t such that TKpxq “ T iKpxq
for any x P K [1, Proposition 2.55]. In this case, both TKpxq and T iKpxq are called the tangent cone
of K at x. Given x P K and a direction d P X, define the inner and outer second order tangent sets
at x in the direction d as
T i,2K px; dq :“ lim inftÓ0
K ´ x´ td
1
2 t
2
and
T 2Kpx; dq :“ lim sup
tÓ0
K ´ x´ td
1
2 t
2
,
respectively. The inner and outer second order tangent sets not necessarily coincide in general,
even if the set K is closed and convex. However, if K is a C2-cone reducible convex set, then
T i,2K px; dq “ T 2Kpx; dq [1, Proposition 3.136].
For a given function θ : X Ñ p´8,`8s, the lower and upper directional epiderivatives of θ at
x P dom θ in the direction h P X are defined as
θÓ´px;hq :“ lim inf
tÓ0
h1Ñh
θpx` th1q ´ θpxq
t
and
θÓ`px;hq :“ supttnuPΣ
˜
lim inf
nÑ8
h1Ñh
θpx` tnh1q ´ θpxq
tn
¸
,
respectively, where Σ denotes the set of positive real sequences ttnu converging to 0. The contingent
and inner tangent cone of epi θ are closely related to the lower and upper directional epiderivative of
θ [1, proposition 2.58]. Specifically, for any x P dom θ,
Tepi θ
`
x, θpxq˘ “ epi θÓ´px; ¨q, T iepi θ`x, θpxq˘ “ epi θÓ`px; ¨q. (5)
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One can observe from the above equations that if θ is a closed convex function, then θÓ´px; ¨q “ θÓ`px; ¨q
for any x P dom θ. In this case we say that θ is directionally epidifferentiable at x and write the
common value as θÓpx; ¨q. If θÓ`px; dq and θÓ´px; dq are finite for x P dom θ and d P X, we also define
the following lower and upper second order epiderivatives for w P X:
θÓ´ px; d,wq :“ lim inf
tÓ0
w1Ñw
θpx` td` 12 t2w1q ´ θpxq ´ tθÓ´px; dq
1
2 t
2
,
θÓ` px; d,wq :“ sup
tnPΣ
˜
lim inf
nÑ8
w1Ñw
θpx` tnd` 12 t2nw1q ´ θpxq ´ tnθÓ`px; dq
1
2 t
2
n
¸
.
Similarly to (5), the inner and outer second order tangent sets of epi θ are closely related to the lower
and upper second order epiderivative of θ [1, proposition 3.41]. Specifically, for any x P dom θ and
d P X, if θÓ`px; dq and θÓ´px; dq are finite, then
T i,2epi θppx, θpxqq; pd, θÓ`px; dqq “ epi θÓÓ` px; d, ¨q, T 2epi θppx, θpxqq; pd, θÓ´px; dqq “ epi θÓÓ´ px; d, ¨q. (6)
3 Constraint qualifications, second order sufficient optimality con-
ditions and robust isolated calmness
Consider the following canonical perturbation of a general class of nonsmooth optimization problems
(not necessarily convex):
min tfpxq ` θpxq ´ xδ1, xy | gpxq ` δ2 P Pu , (7)
where f : X Ñ R and g : X Ñ Y are twice continuously differentiable functions, P Ď Y is a closed
convex set, θ : X Ñ p´8,`8s is a closed proper convex function, and δ1 P X and δ2 P Y are
perturbation parameters.
Note that problem (7) can be equivalently written as the following optimization problem:
min tfpxq ` t´ xδ1, xy | gpxq ` δ2 P P, px, tq P Ku , (8)
where K :“ epi θ is a closed convex set. The constraint qualifications and SOSCs for problem (8)
have been extensively explored in [1, Section 3], through the study of the (second order) tangent sets
of P and K at a stationary point. In the following, by employing the equations in (5) and (6), we
reduce these properties to the (second order) directional epiderivatives of θ. This reduction leads to
a direct approach to the sensitivity analysis of the nonsmooth optimization problem (7).
For notational simplicity, denote Z :“ XˆRˆYˆXˆR. Let pδ1, δ2q P XˆY be given. We say
that px¯, t¯q is a feasible solution to problem (8) if
px¯, t¯q P pF pδ1, δ2q :“ tpx, tq P Xˆ R | gpxq ` δ2 P P, px, tq P Ku.
For any px, t, y, z, τq P Z, the Lagrangian function of (8) with pδ1, δ2q “ 0 can be written as
Lpx, t; y, z, τq :“ fpxq ` t` xy, gpxqy ` xz, xy ` tτ.
For any given pδ1, δ2q P Xˆ Y, the KKT optimality condition for problem (8) is$’&’%
δ1 “ ∇xLpx, t, y, z, τq “ ∇fpxq `∇gpxqy ` z,
∇tLpx, t, y, z, τq “ 1` τ “ 0,
y P NPpgpxq ` δ2q, pz, τq P NKpx, tq,
px, t, y, z, τq P Z, (9)
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where NCpsq denotes the normal cone of a given convex set C at s P C. Let pSKKT : X ˆ Y Ñ Z be
the following KKT solution mapping:pSKKTpδ1, δ2q :“ tpx, t, y, z, τq P Z | px, t, y, z, τq satisfies (9)u, pδ1, δ2q P Xˆ Y. (10)
For any given pδ1, δ2q P X ˆ Y, we call px¯, t¯q a stationary point of problem (7) if there exists
a Lagrangian multiplier py¯, z¯, τ¯q P Y ˆ X ˆ R such that px¯, t¯, y¯, z¯, τ¯q P pSKKTpδ1, δ2q. DenoteyMpx¯, t¯, δ1, δ2q Ď Y ˆ X ˆ R as the set of all such Lagrangian multipliers py¯, z¯, τ¯q associated with
px¯, t¯q. Note from (9) that τ¯ ” ´1.
Let pδ1, δ2q “ 0 in problem (8). The RCQ is said to hold at a feasible solution px¯, θpx¯qq of
problem (8) if ˆ pg1px¯q, 0q
pIX, 1q
˙
pXˆ Rq `
ˆ TPpgpx¯qq
TKpx¯, θpx¯qq
˙
“
ˆ
Y
Xˆ R
˙
, (11)
where IX is the identity mapping from X to X. It is known that the RCQ (11) holds at a local
optimal solution px¯, θpx¯qq if and only if xMpx¯, θpx¯q, 0, 0q is a nonempty, convex and compact set (cf.,
e.g., [1, Theorem 3.9 and Proposition 3.17]). The SRCQ is said to hold at px¯, θpx¯qq for py¯, z¯,´1q PxMpx¯, θpx¯q, 0, 0q ifˆ pg1px¯q, 0q
pIX, 1q
˙
pXˆ Rq `
ˆ TPpgpx¯qq X y¯K
TKpx¯, θpx¯qq X pz¯,´1qK
˙
“
ˆ
Y
Xˆ R
˙
. (12)
Obviously the SRCQ (12) is stronger than the RCQ (11). It follows from [1, Proposition 4.50] thatxMpx¯, θpx¯q, 0, 0q is a singleton if the SRCQ holds at px¯, θpx¯qq. The critical cone at a feasible point
px¯, θpx¯qq for problem (8) takes the form ofpCpx¯, θpx¯qq :“ tpd1, d2q P Xˆ R | g1px¯qd1 P TPpgpx¯qq, pd1, d2q P TK`x¯, θpx¯q˘, f 1px¯qd1 ` d2 ď 0u.
Furthermore, if px¯, θpx¯qq is a stationary point of problem (8) and there exists py¯, z¯,´1q P xMpx¯, θpx¯q, 0, 0q,
thenpCpx¯, θpx¯qq “ tpd1, d2q P Xˆ R | g1px¯qd1 P TPpgpx¯qq, pd1, d2q P TK`x¯, θpx¯q˘, f 1px¯qd1 ` d2 “ 0u
“ tpd1, d2q P Xˆ R | g1px¯qd1 P TPpgpx¯qq X y¯K, pd1, d2q P TK
`
x¯, θpx¯q˘X pz¯,´1qKu.
Assume that epi θ is second order regular at px¯, θpx¯qq (see [1, Definition 3.85] for the definition of
the second order regularity). This assumption is particularly satisfied when θp¨q “ } ¨ }˚, since in
this case epi θ is a C2-cone reducible set [5, Proposition 4.3]. Then the SOSC at a stationary point
px¯, θpx¯qq for problem (8) with pδ1, δ2q “ 0 is said to hold if for any d P pCpx¯, θpx¯qqzt0u,
sup
py¯,z¯,´1qPxMpx¯,θpx¯q,0,0qxd,∇
2
px,tqpx,tqLpx¯, θpx¯q, y¯, z¯,´1qdy´σ
`pz¯,´1q, T 2Kppx¯, θpx¯qq; pg1px¯q, 0qdq˘ ą 0, (13)
where σps, Cq :“ suptxs1, sy | s1 P Cu denotes the support function of a given set C at s. The above
SOSC implies the quadratic growth condition at px¯, θpx¯qq (cf. e.g., [1, Theorem 3.86]), that is, there
exist a constant κ ą 0 and a neighborhood N of px¯, θpx¯qq such that
fpxq ` t ě fpx¯q ` θpx¯q ` κ }px, tq ´ px¯, θpx¯qq}2, @ px, tq P pF p0, 0q XN.
The following proposition, which is taken from [8, Theorem 24], characterizes the robust isolated
calmness of problem (8) via the SOSC (13) and the SRCQ (12).
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Proposition 3.1. Suppose that px¯, θpx¯qq P XˆR is a feasible solution of problem (8) with pδ1, δ2q “ 0.
Suppose that the RCQ (11) holds at px¯, θpx¯qq. Assume that epi θ is C2-cone reducible at px¯, θpx¯qq.
Let py¯, z¯,´1q P xMpx¯, θpx¯q, 0, 0q. Then the following two statements are equivalent to each other:
(i) The SOSC (13) holds at px¯, θpx¯qq and the SRCQ (12) holds at px¯, θpx¯qq for py¯, z¯,´1q.
(ii) The point px¯, θpx¯qq is a local optimal solution of problem (8) and the KKT solution mappingpSKKT is robustly isolated calm at the origin for px¯, θpx¯q, y¯, z¯,´1q.
Now we return to the nonsmooth optimization problem (7). Let pδ1, δ2q P X ˆ Y be given. We
say that x¯ is a feasible solution to problem (7) if
x¯ P F pδ1, δ2q :“ tx P dom θ | gpxq ` δ2 P Pu.
Denote l : Xˆ YÑ R by
lpx, yq :“ fpxq ` xgpxq, yy, px, yq P Xˆ Y.
Then the KKT optimality condition takes the form of#
δ1 P ∇xlpx, yq ` Bθpxq,
y P NPpgpxq ` δ2q, px, yq P Xˆ Y. (14)
Let SKKT : Xˆ YÑ Xˆ Y be the following KKT solution mapping:
SKKTpδ1, δ2q :“ tpx, yq P Xˆ Y | px, yq satisfies (14)u, pδ1, δ2q P Xˆ Y. (15)
For any given pδ1, δ2q P XˆY, we call x¯ a stationary point of problem (7) if there exists a Lagrangian
multiplier y¯ P Y such that px¯, y¯q P SKKTpδ1, δ2q. Denote Mpx¯, δ1, δ2q Ď Y as the set of all such
Lagrangian multipliers y¯ associated with x¯.
The following proposition establishes the equivalence between the robust isolated calmness of
the KKT solution mappings with respect to problem (7) and problem (8).
Proposition 3.2. Let px¯, θpx¯qq P XˆR be a local optimal solution of problem (8) with xMpx¯, θpx¯q, 0, 0q ‰
H. Let py¯, z¯,´1q P xMpx¯, θpx¯q, 0, 0q. If the KKT solution mapping pSKKT given in (10) is robustly
isolated calm at the origin for px¯, θpx¯q, y¯, z¯,´1q, then the KKT solution mapping SKKT given in (15)
is robustly isolated calm at the origin for px¯, y¯q. The reverse implication is true if the function θ is
Lipschitz continuous at x¯.
Proof. Note from [4, Corollary 2.4.9] that
pz,´1q P Nepi θ
`
x, θpxq˘ðñ z P Bθpxq, @ x, z P X.
Then for any pδ1, δ2q P XˆY and any px, t, y, z,´1q P pSKKTpδ1, δ2q, we know from (9) and (14) that
px, yq P SKKTpδ1, δ2q. Thus, the first part of this proposition follows easily from the definition of the
robust isolated calmness.
Conversely, consider any pδ1, δ2q P XˆY and px, yq P SKKTpδ1, δ2q. Let z “ δ1´∇fpxq´∇gpxqy.
By the similar arguments as above, we have px, θpxq, y, z,´1q P pSKKTpδ1, δ2q. Since f and g are
assumed to be twice continuously differentiable, ∇fp¨q and ∇gp¨q are locally Lipschitz continuous at
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x¯. Then there exists a constant κ ą 0 (only depending on x¯ and y¯) such that for any x sufficiently
close to x¯,# }θpxq ´ θpx¯q} ď κ}x´ x¯},
}z ´ z¯} ď }δ1} ` }∇fpxq ´∇fpx¯q} ` }∇gpxqy ´∇gpx¯qy¯} ď kp}δ1} ` }x´ x¯} ` }y ´ y¯}q.
Consequently, the second assertion of this proposition also follows from the definition of the robust
isolated calmness.
As mentioned in Section 2, the closed convex function θp¨q is always directional epidifferentiable
at x P dom θ. Then by [14, Theorem 23.2], the KKT optimality condition (14) is equivalent to#
θÓpx; dq ` x∇xlpx, yq ´ δ1, dy ě 0,
y P NPpgpxq ` δ2q, @ d P X,
where px, yq P Xˆ Y. Define the critical of the function θ by
Cθpx, zq :“ td P Tdom θpxq | θÓpx; dq “ xd, zyu, px, zq P dom θ ˆ X. (16)
Let pδ1, δ2q “ 0. The RCQ is said to hold at a feasible solution x¯ of problem (7) ifˆ
g1px¯q
IX
˙
X`
ˆ TPpgpx¯qq
Tdom θpx¯q
˙
“
ˆ
Y
X
˙
. (17)
By the equations in (5), the SRCQ is said to hold at a stationary point x¯ for y¯ PMpx¯, 0, 0q ifˆ
g1px¯q
IX
˙
X`
ˆ TPpgpx¯qq X y¯K
Cθpx¯,´∇xlpx¯, y¯qq
˙
“
ˆ
Y
X
˙
. (18)
The critical cone at a feasible solution x¯ of problem (7) is given by
Cpx¯q :“  d P X | g1px¯qd P TPpgpx¯qq, d P Tdom θpx¯q, f 1px¯qd` θÓpx¯; dq ď 0( .
If x¯ is a stationary point of problem (7) and y¯ PMpx¯, 0, 0q, then
Cpx¯q “  d P X | g1px¯qd P TPpgpx¯qq, d P Tdom θpx¯q, f 1px¯qd` θÓpx¯; dq “ 0(
“  d P X | g1px¯qd P TPpgpx¯qq X y¯K, d P Cθpx¯,´∇fpx¯qq( .
Based on the equations in (6), we know that if θ is C2-cone reducible at x¯, then the SOSC at x¯ for
problem (7) with pδ1, δ2q “ 0 takes the form of
sup
y¯PMpx¯,0,0q
!
xd,∇2xxlpx¯, y¯qdy ´ ψ˚px¯,dqp´∇xlpx¯, y¯qq
)
ą 0, @ d P Cpx¯qzt0u, (19)
where ψ˚px,dqp¨q is the conjugate function of ψpx,dqp¨q “ θÓ´ px; d, ¨q for any x P dom θ and any d P X.
Combining Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, we are ready to state the main result of this
section.
Proposition 3.3. Let x¯ P X be a local optimal solution of problem (7) with pδ1, δ2q “ 0. Suppose
that the RCQ (17) holds at x¯. Assume that θ is C2-cone reducible and Lipschitz continuous at x¯. Let
y¯ PMpx¯, 0, 0q. Then the following two statements are equivalent to each other:
(i) The SOSC (19) holds at x¯ and the SRCQ (18) holds at x¯ for y¯.
(ii) The point x¯ is a local optimal solution of problem (7) and the KKT solution mapping SKKT is
robustly isolated calm at the origin for px¯, y¯q.
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4 Variational analysis of the nuclear norm function
Throughout this section, we denote θ : Rmˆn Ñ R as the nuclear norm function. Obviously
dom θ “ Rmˆn. Since the nuclear norm function is convex and globally Lipschitz continuous, for any
X P Rmˆn, both θÓ´pX; ¨q and θÓ`pX; ¨q defined in Section 2 coincide with θ1pX; ¨q, the conventional
directional derivative of θ at X [1, Section 2.2.3].
Let X P Rmˆn be an arbitrary but fixed point. Suppose that X admits the following singular-
value decomposition (SVD):
X “ U rDiagpσpXqq 0sV T “ UDiagpσpXqqV T1 , (20)
where U P Om and V “ rV1 V2s P On are the left and right singular vectors of X with V1 P Rnˆm
and V2 P Rnˆpn´mq. Define the index sets
a :“ t1 ď i ď m | σipXq P p1,`8qu, b :“ t1 ď i ď m | σipXq P r0, 1su, c “ tm` 1, . . . , nu. (21)
Denote the distinct singular values of X that are greater than 1 by ν1pXq ą . . . ą νrpXq ą 1, where
r is a non-negative integer. We further divide the sets a and b into the following subsets:
al :“ ti P a | σipXq “ νlpXqu, l “ 1, . . . , r,
b1 :“ ti P b | σipXq “ 1u, b2 :“ ti P b | 0 ă σipXq ă 1u, b3 :“ ti P b | σipXq “ 0u. (22)
Let us first review the concept of Lo¨wner’s operator and its differential properties. Suppose that
X P Rmˆn has the SVD (20). For any scalar function g : R Ñ R, define the corresponding matrix
valued function G by
GpXq :“ U rDiagpgpσ1pXqq, gpσ2pXqq, . . . , gpσmpXqq 0sV T .
Such a function is called Lo¨wner’s operator associated with the function g, which is first studied by
Lo¨wner in the context of symmetric matrices [12]. In particular, let φ : RÑ R be the scalar function
φpxq :“ maxtx´ 1, 0u, x P R.
It is easy to verify that the proximal mapping of θ can be expressed as:
ProxθpXq “ U rDiagpφpσ1pXqq, . . . , φpσmpXqqq 0sV T , X P Rmˆn. (23)
Clearly Proxθp¨q can be taken as Lo¨wner’s operator associated with the function φ. The directional
derivate of Proxθp¨q can thus be obtained via the general formula regarding the directional derivative
of Lo¨wner’s operator [7]. Obviously φ is directionally differentiable with the directional derivative
φ1px; dq “
$&%
d if x ą 1,
maxtd, 0u if x “ 1,
0 if x ă 1,
x P R, d P R.
For any positive integer p, define linear matrix operators S : Rpˆp Ñ Sp and T : Rpˆp Ñ Rpˆp by
SpXq :“ 1
2
pX `XT q, T pXq :“ 1
2
pX ´XT q, X P Rpˆp. (24)
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Denote Ξ2aa : Rmˆn Ñ R|a|ˆ|a|, Ξ1ab : Rmˆn Ñ R|a|ˆ|b|, Ξ2ab : Rmˆn Ñ R|a|ˆ|b| and Ξ2 : Rmˆn Ñ
R|a|ˆ|c| as$’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
ppΞ2aaqpXqqij :“ σipXq ` σjpXq ´ 2σipXq ` σjpXq , i “ 1, 2, . . . , |a|, j “ 1, 2, . . . , |a|,
ppΞ1abqpXqqij :“
σipXq ´ 1
σipXq ´ σj`|a|pXq , i “ 1, 2, . . . , |a|, j “ 1, 2, . . . , |b|,
ppΞ2abqpXqqij :“
σipXq ´ 1
σipXq ` σj`|a|pXq , i “ 1, 2, . . . , |a|, j “ 1, 2, . . . , |b|,
ppΞ2qpXqqij :“ σipXq ´ 1
σipXq , i “ 1, 2, . . . , |a|, j “ 1, 2, . . . , n´m,
X P Rmˆn.
Denote Γ1 : Rmˆn ˆ Rmˆn Ñ R|a|ˆ|a|, Γ2 : Rmˆn ˆ Rmˆn Ñ R|a|ˆ|b|, Γ3 : Rmˆn ˆ Rmˆn Ñ R|b|ˆ|a|
and Γ4 : Rmˆn ˆ Rmˆn Ñ R|a|ˆ|c| as$’’’’’&’’’’’%
Γ1pX,Hq :“ pSpH1qqaa ` Ξ2aapXq ˝ pT pH1qqaa,
Γ2pX,Hq :“ Ξ1abpXq ˝ pSpH1qqab ` Ξ2abpXq ˝ pT pH1qqab ,
Γ3pX,Hq :“ pΞ1abpXqqT ˝ pSpH1qqba ` pΞ2abpXqqT ˝ pT pH1qqba ,
Γ4pX,Hq :“ Ξ2pXq ˝Hac,
pX,Hq P Rmˆn ˆ Rmˆn,
where ˝ denotes the Hadamard product between two matrices and H “ rH1 H2s with H1 P Rmˆm
and H2 P Rmˆpn´mq. Then by [7, Theorem 3], the directional derivative of Proxθp¨q at X P Rmˆn in
the direction H P Rmˆn takes the form of
Prox1θpX;Hq “ U
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
Γ1pX, rHq Γ2pX, rHq Γ4pX, rHq
Γ3pX, rHq
ΠS|b1|`
pSp rHb1b1qq 0 0
0 0b2ˆb2 0
0 0 0b3ˆb3
0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
V T , (25)
where rH “ UTHV .
In [17], Watson shows that the subdifferential of the nuclear norm function takes the following
form:
BθpXq “
!
UaV
T
a ` UbW rVb V2sT |W P R|b|ˆpn´|a|q, }W }2 ď 1
)
, X P Rmˆn. (26)
Therefore, for any H P Rmˆn, the directional derivative of θ at X in the direction H is given by
θ1pX;Hq “ sup
SPBθpXq
xH,Sy “ trpUTa HVaq ` }UTb HrVb V2s}˚. (27)
Let A “ ProxθpXq and B “ Proxθ˚pXq. Define the critical cone of θ at A for B as
CθpA,Bq :“ tH P Rmˆn | θ1pA;Hq “ xH,Byu. (28)
Similarly, define the critical cone of θ˚ at B for A as
Cθ˚pB,Aq :“ tH P Rmˆn | pθ˚q1pB;Hq “ xH,Ayu. (29)
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As can be seen from (19), in order to analyze the SOSC for problem (2), one needs to compute
the conjugate of the second order epiderivative of θ. This has already been done in [6]. Firstly, it
follows from (23) that σpAq “ maxtσpXq ´ 1, 0u. Specifically,
σipAq “
#
σipXq ´ 1, if i P a,
0 if i P b. (30)
Clearly A has r numbers of nonzero distinct singular values. Denote them by ν1pAq ą . . . ą νrpAq.
The index sets a1, . . . , ar that depending on X in (22) also provides a partition of pσipAqqiPa, i.e.,
σipAq “ νlpAq, @ i P al, @ l “ 1, . . . , r.
For l “ 1, . . . , r, denote Ωal : Rmˆn ˆ Rmˆn Ñ Ralˆal as
ΩalpA,Hq :“ pSp rH1qqTalpDiagpσpAqq ´ νlpAqImq:pSp rH1qqal ` p2νlpAqq´1 rHalc rHTalc
`pT p rH1qqTalp´DiagpσpAqq ´ νlpAqImq:pT p rH1qqal , pA,Hq P Rmˆn ˆ Rmˆn,
where Im is the mˆm identity matrix and Z: denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of a given
matrix Z. Then for any H P Rmˆn, the conjugate of θ2pA;H, ¨q is
ψ˚pA,HqpBq :“ pθ2pA;H, ¨qq˚pBq “ 2
rÿ
l“1
tr
`
ΩalpA,Hq
˘` 2xDiagpσbpBqq, UTb HA:HVby , (31)
where σbpBq “ pσipBqqiPb and rH “ r rH1 rH2s “ rUTHV1 UTHV2s.
In the following, we present several properties regarding the critical cone of θ and the directional
derivative of Proxθp¨q.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that X P Rmˆn has the singular value decomposition (20). Let the index
sets a, b, a1, . . . , al, b1, b2, b3 be given by (21) and (22). Given any H P Rmˆn, denote rH “ UTHV
for pU, V q P OmˆnpXq. Denote A “ ProxθpXq and B “ Proxθ˚pXq. Then the following conclusions
hold:
(i) H P CθpA,Bq if and only if H satisfies
rH “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
rHaa rHab rHac
rHba
ΠS|b1|`
p rHb1b1q 0 0
0 0b2ˆb2 0
0 0 0b3ˆb3
0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
. (32)
(ii) For any D P Rmˆn, H “ Prox1θpX;H`Dq if and only if H P CθpA,Bq and xH,Dy “ ´ψ˚pA,HqpBq,
where the function ψ˚pA,Hqp¨q is given in (31).
Proof. The result of part (i) can be obtained from [6, proposition 10]. Now we derive (iii). Suppose
H “ Prox1θpC;H ` Dq. Denote rH “ r rH1, rH2s with rH1 P Rmˆm and rH2 P Rmˆpn´mq. Direct
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computations of ψ˚pA,HqpBq given in (31) show that
ψ˚pA,HqpBq “
ÿ
1ďl,tďr
2
´νtpAq ´ νlpAq}pT p
rH1qqalat}2 ` ÿ
1ďlďr
4
´νlpAq}pT p
rH1qqalb1}2
`
ÿ
1ďlďr
1ďi´|a|´|b1|ď|b2|
ˆ
2p1´ σipBqq
´νlpAq }pSp
rH1qqali}2 ` 2pσipBq ` 1q´νlpAq }pT p rH1qqali}2
˙
`
ÿ
1ďlďr
1ďi´|a|´|b1|´|b2|ď|b3|
ˆ
2
´νlpAq}pSp
rH1qqali}2 ` 2´νlpAq}pT p rH1qqali}2
˙
`
ÿ
1ďlďr
1
´νlpAq}p
rHcqalc}2.
(33)
Recall the formula of Prox1θpX; ¨q given in (25). We deduce that
rH “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
rHaa rHab rHac
rHba
rHb1b1 0 0
0 0b2ˆb2 0
0 0 0b3ˆb3
0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚
and $’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
rDalat “ 2νlpXq ` νtpXq ´ 2pT p rH1qqalat , 1 ď l, t ď r,
p rDabqij “ 1
σipXq ´ 1p
rHabqij ´ σj`|a|pXq
σipXq ´ 1p
rHabqji, i “ 1, 2, . . . |a|, j “ 1, 2, . . . , |b|,
p rDbaqji “ 1
σipXq ´ 1p
rHabqji ´ σj`|a|pXq
σipXq ´ 1p
rHabqij , i “ 1, 2, . . . |a|, j “ 1, 2, . . . , |b|,
p rDacqij “ 1
σipXq ´ 1p
rHacqij , i “ 1, 2, . . . , |a|, j “ 1, 2, . . . , n´m,
S|b1|` Q rHb1b1 “ Sp rHb1b1q K Sp rDb1b1q P S|b1|´ ,
where rD “ UTDV . Consequently, it follows from part (i) of this proposition that H P CθpA,Bq.
Moreover, we have
xD,Hy “ xd˜aa, rHaay ` xd˜ab, rHaby ` xd˜ba, rHbay ` xd˜a2, rHa2y
“
ÿ
1ďt,lďr
2
νlpXq ` νtpXq ´ 2}pT p
rH1qqalat}2 ` ÿ
1ďlďr
4
νlpXq ´ 1}pT p
rH1qqalb1}2
`
ÿ
1ďlďr
1ďi´|a|´|b1|ď|b2|
ˆ
2p1´ σipXqq
νlpXq ´ 1 }pSp
rH1qqali}2 ` 2pσipXq ` 1qνlpXq ´ 1 }pT p rH1qqali}2
˙
`
ÿ
1ďlďr
1ďi´|a|´|b1|´|b2|ď|b3|
ˆ
2
νlpXq ´ 1}pSp
rH1qqali}2 ` 2νlpXq ´ 1}pT p rH1qqali}2
˙
`
ÿ
1ďlďr
1
νlpXq ´ 1}p
rH2qalc}2.
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Note from (30) that νlpAq “ νlpXq ´ 1 for any l “ 1, . . . , r. Hence, xD,Hy “ ´ψ˚pA,HqpBq by (33)
and the above equation. The converse of this statement can be established by reversing the above
arguments.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that X P Rmˆn has the singular value decomposition (20). Let the index
sets a, b, a1, . . . , al, b1, b2, b3 be given by (21) and (22). Given any H P Rmˆn, denote rH “ UTHV
for pU, V q P OmˆnpXq. Denote A “ ProxθpXq and B “ Proxθ˚pXq. Then the following conclusions
hold:
(i) H P Cθ˚pB,Aq if and only if H satisfies Sp rHb1b1q P S|b1|´ and
rH “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚˚
T p rHaaq 12p rHab1 ´ rHTb1aq rHab2 rHab3
1
2p rHb1a ´ rHTab1q rHb1b1 rHb1b2 rHb1b3rHb2a rHb2b1 rHb2b2 rHb2b3
rHb3a rHb3b1 rHb3b2 rHb3b3
rHc
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
, (34)
where the linear operators Sp¨q and T p¨q are defined in (24).
(ii) H P pCθpA,Bqq˝ if and only if φ˚pB,HqpAq “ 0 and H P Cθ˚pB,Aq, where φ˚pB,Hqp¨q is the conjugate
function of φpB,Hqp¨q “ pθ˚q2pB;H, ¨q.
(iii) H P pCθ˚pB,Aqq˝ if and only if ψ˚pA,HqpBq “ 0 and H P CθpA,Bq.
Proof. Part (i) follows from [6, Proposition 12]. To prove part (ii), we use a result from [6, Proposition
16] stating that φ˚pB,HqpAq “ 0 if and only if ψ˚pA,HqpBq “ 0 for any H P Rmˆn, which is further
equivalent to
rHaa P S|a|, rHab1 “ rHTb1a, rHab2 “ rHTb2a “ 0, rHab3 “ rHTb3a “ 0, rHac “ 0.
Then by part (i) of this proposition, one can see that φ˚pB,HqpAq “ 0 and H P Cθ˚pB,Aq imply that
rHaa “ 0, rHab “ 0, rHac “ 0, rHba “ 0, Sp rHb1b1q P S|b1|´ .
In view of Proposition 4.1, this is equivalent to have H P pCθpA,Bqq˝. To prove part (iii), it suffices
to note that either H P pCθ˚pB,Aqq˝ or ψ˚pA,HqpBq “ 0 with H P CθpA,Bq is equivalent to
rH “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝˚
Sp rHaaq 12p rHab1 ` rHTb1aq 0 0
1
2p rHb1a ` rHTab1q ΠS|b1|` p rHb1b1q 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
The proof of this proposition is completed.
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5 The robust isolated calmness of the KKT solution mapping
The aim of this section is to show that the SOSC for the primal problem (2) (the dual problem
(4)) is in fact equivalent to the SRCQ for the dual problem (4) (the primal problem (2)). Before
proceeding, we mention that a variation of this result regarding the linear semidefinite programming
has been studied in [20].
Following the notation in the previous section, we use θ to denote the nuclear norm function in
Rmˆn. Let ΩP Ď X and ΩD Ď Re ˆ Rd ˆ Rmˆn be the optimal solution sets of the primal problem
(2) and the dual problem (4), respectively, both being assumed to be non-empty. It follows from
(14) that the KKT optimality condition of problem (2) is given by#
0 P F˚∇hpFXq ` C ` BθpXq `A˚y,
y P NQpAX ´ bq,
pX, yq P Rmˆn ˆ Re. (35)
We write MP pXq Ď Re as the set of Lagrangian multipliers y¯ associated with X P ΩP , i.e., y¯ P
MP pXq if and only if pX, y¯q satisfies (35). Let MDpy¯, w¯, Sq Ď Rmˆn be the set of Lagrangian
multipliers associated with py¯, w¯, Sq P ΩD for problem (4), i.e., X P MDpy¯, w¯, Sq if and only if
pX, y¯, w¯, Sq solves the following KKT system:#
AX ´ b P NQ˝pyq, FX P Bh˚pwq,
X P Bθ˚pSq, 0 “ A˚y ` F˚w ` S ` C, py, w, S,Xq P R
e ˆ Rd ˆ Rmˆn ˆ Rmˆn. (36)
Since h is assumed to be essentially strictly convex, h˚ is essentially smooth [14, Theorem 26.3].
Thus, ∇h˚ is locally Lipschitz continuous and directionally differentiable on int pdomh˚q. Moreover,
Bh˚pwq “ H whenever w R int pdomh˚q [14, Theorem 26.1]. Therefore, if (36) admits at least one
solution, this KKT optimality condition can be equivalently written as#
AX ´ b P NQ˝pyq, FX P ∇h˚pwq,
X P Bθ˚pSq, 0 “ A˚y ` F˚w ` S ` C, py, w, S,Xq P R
e ˆ Rd ˆ Rmˆn ˆ Rmˆn.
As in Section 3, we consider the canonical perturbation of problem (2) for the sake of subsequent
sensitivity analysis:
min
X
hpFXq ` xC,Xy ` }X}˚ ´ xX, δ1y
s.t. AX ´ b` δ2 P Q,
where δ1 P Rmˆn and δ2 P Re are perturbation parameters. For any given pδ1, δ2q P Rmˆn ˆ Re, the
KKT optimality condition then takes the form of#
δ1 P F˚∇hpFXq ` C ` BθpXq `A˚y,
y P NQpAX ´ b` δ2q,
pX, yq P Rmˆn ˆ Re. (37)
Let SKKT : Rmˆn ˆ Re Ñ Rmˆn ˆ Re be the following KKT solution mapping:
SKKTpδ1, δ2q :“ tpx, yq P Rmˆn ˆ Re | px, yq satisfies (37)u, pδ1, δ2q P Rmˆn ˆ Re. (38)
The RCQ of problem (2) at a feasible solution X P Rmˆn is given by
ARmˆn ` TQpAX ´ bq “ Re. (39)
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Let py, qq P Re ˆ Re satisfy y P NQpqq. We denote the critical cone of Q at q for y and the critical
cone of Q˝ at y for q as
CQpq, yq :“ TQpqq X yK, CQ˝py, qq :“ TQ˝pyq X qK.
It is easy to verify that
pCQpq, yqq˝ “ CQ˝py, qq. (40)
The following theorem, which is the main result of our paper, demonstrates the equivalence
between the primal SOSC and the dual SRCQ.
Theorem 5.1. Let X P Rmˆn be an optimal solution of problem (2) with MP pXq ‰ H. Let
y¯ PMP pXq. Denote S :“ ´A˚y¯´F˚∇hpFXq´C. Then the following two statements are equivalent
to each other:
(i) The SOSC holds at X for y¯ with respect to the primal problem (2), i.e.,
xFH,∇2hpFXqFHy ´ ψ˚pX,HqpSq ą 0, @ H P Cpx¯qzt0u, (41)
where CpXq :“ CQpAX ´ b, y¯q X CθpX,Sq.
(ii) The SRCQ holds at y¯ for X with respect to the dual problem (4), i.e.,
F˚Rd `A˚CQ˝py¯,AX ´ bq ` Cθ˚pS,Xq “ Rmˆn (42)
Proof. Firstly, let us assume that the statement (i) holds. Denote
E :“ F˚Rd `A˚CQ˝py¯,AX ´ bq ` Cθ˚pS,Xq.
Suppose on the contrary that E ‰ Rmˆn. Then clpEq ‰ Rmˆn [14, Theorem 6.3]. Hence, there exists
D P Rmˆn but D R clpEq. Note that clpEq is a closed convex cone. Let
D :“ D ´ΠclpEqpDq “ ΠpclpEqq˝pDq ‰ 0.
Obviously, xH,Dy ď 0 for any H P clpEq. This implies that
FD “ 0, AD P pCQ˝py¯,AX ´ bqq˝, D P pCθ˚pS,Xqq˝.
Thus, it follows from (40) that AD P CQpAX ´ b, y¯q. From Proposition 4.2, we also have that
ψ˚pX,DqpSq “ 0, D P CθpX,Sq.
Therefore, D P CpXqzt0u and xFD,∇2hpFXqFDy ´ ψ˚pX,DqpSq “ 0, which contradicts the assumed
SOSC (41) at X.
The reverse implication can be proved similarly. Suppose that the SOSC (41) fails to hold at X
for y¯. Then there exists H P CpXqzt0u such that
xFH,∇2hpFXqFHy ´ ψ˚pX,HqpSq “ 0.
Since h is assumed to be essentially strictly convex, xFH,∇2hpFXqFHy ą 0 for any H P Rmˆn
such that FH ‰ 0. It also follows from [6, Proposition 16] that ψ˚pX,HqpSq ď 0 for any H P Rmˆn.
Consequently,
FH “ 0, ψ˚pX,HqpSq “ 0.
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We have from H P CpXqzt0u that
AH P CQpAX ´ b, y¯q, H P CθpX,Sq.
Hence, we deduce from (40) and Proposition 4.2 that
H P pA˚CQ˝py¯,AX ´ bqq˝ X pCθ˚pS,Xqq˝ “ pA˚CQ˝py¯,AX ´ bq ` Cθ˚pS,Xqq˝.
By the assumed SRCQ (42) at y¯ for X, there exist w˜ P Rd and rH P A˚CQ˝py¯,AX ´ bq ` Cθ˚pS,Xq
such that H “ F˚w˜ ` rH. Then
xH,Hy “ xH,F˚w˜ ` rHy “ xH, rHy ď 0,
which implies H “ 0. This contradicts the previous assumption that H ‰ 0. The proof is thus
completed.
One can also establish an analogous result by swapping the roles of the primal and dual problems
in Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.2. Let py¯, w¯, Sq P ReˆRdˆRmˆn be an optimal solution of problem (4) withMDpy¯, w¯, Sq ‰
H. Let X PMDpy¯, w¯, Sq. Then the following two statements are equivalent to each other:
(i) The SOSC holds at py¯, w¯, Sq for X with respect to the dual problem (4), i.e.,
xHw, p∇h˚q1pw¯;Hwqy ´ φ˚pS,HSqpXq ą 0, @ pHy, Hw, Hsq P Cpy¯, w¯, Sqzt0u, (43)
where the critical cone Cpy¯, w¯, Sq is defined as
Cpy¯, w¯, Sq :“
"
pHy, Hw, HSq P Re ˆ Rd ˆ Rmˆn
ˇˇˇˇ A˚Hy ` F˚Hw `HS “ 0,
Hy P CQ˝py¯,AX ´ bq, HS P Cθ˚pS,Xq
*
.
(ii) The SRCQ holds at X for py¯, w¯, Sq with respect to the primal problem (2), i.e.,ˆ A
IRmˆn
˙
Rmˆn `
ˆ CQpAX ´ b, y¯q
CθpX,Sq
˙
“
ˆ
Re
Rmˆn
˙
. (44)
Proof. With the help of Proposition 4.2, one can establish the assertion in the same fashion as in
Theorem 5.1. We omit the details here.
Finally, by combining Proposition 3.3, Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2, we are ready to provide
several equivalent characterizations of the robust isolated calmness of the KKT solution mapping at
the origin for the unique KKT point of problem (2).
Theorem 5.3. Let X P Rmˆn be an optimal solution of problem (2) and py¯, w¯, Sq P ReˆRdˆRmˆn
be an optimal solution of problem (4). Assume that the RCQ (39) holds at X. Then the following
statements are equivalent to each other:
(i) The KKT solution mapping SKKT in (38) is robustly isolated calm at the origin for pX, y¯q.
(ii) The SOSC (41) holds at X for y¯ with respect to the primal problem (2) and the SRCQ (44) holds
at X for py¯, w¯, Sq with respect to the primal problem (2).
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(iii) The SOSC (41) holds at X for y¯ with respect to the primal problem (2) and the SOSC (43)
holds at py¯, w¯, Sq for X with respect to the dual problem (4).
(iv) The SRCQ (42) holds at y¯ for X with respect to the dual problem (4) and the SRCQ (44) holds
at X for py¯, w¯, Sq with respect to the primal problem (2).
(v) The SOSC (43) holds at py¯, w¯, Sq for X with respect to the dual problem (4) and the SRCQ (42)
holds at y¯ for X with respect to the dual problem (4).
It is worth mentioning that in this paper, we focus on the characterizations of the robust isolated
calmness of the KKT solution mapping for problem (2) when it admits a unique KKT point. It would
be certainly interesting to know to what extent our results can be extended to the case when problem
(2) admits non-unique solutions. We shall leave this as a future research topic.
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